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_' SCOPE
The scope of thiswork is to ev'd/uatethe magaetic _el_[levelsof 4i_:ribution
systems and other equipment a_ KSC. Mag'ne_ic fidds levels in several opera, tiona/
•reas and v'a_ous _c_ties are investigated. Three dimensional mappings and contouz
=e prodded along w_eh the measured da.t_. Furthermore, the portion of n_netic
fields generated by the 80 Hz fu_damem_I frequency and the portion generated by
ha_'monics ace examined. Finally, possible mitigation tech_que_ for a_tenua_tng fields
from elecrr/c p_nets are dhcussed.
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1 INTRODUCTION
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In the past, the concern was with the electric fields only emitted from high-voltage
transmission lhles, since they were the most v/sible sources. However, recently the
emphasis has shifted to the effects of magnetic fields. Since, these fields are cum:ent-
dependent and not voltage-dependent, they are stronger in the vicinity of high current
conductors. This type of conductors are now most common at lower circuit voltages
in the residential and commercial distribution areas.
Most of the magnetic fields produced by distribution systems emanate from any
imbalanced currents between phase and neutral conductors, or from ground currents
returning through the _ound and pipes. MinL_zing these currents are of paza.moua_
importance.
In th/s study several measurements were taken at v_'ious sites at KSC. The mea-
surements were taken both as functions of time and distance from the source. Fur-
thermore, the measurements were done a.t the fundamental 60 Hz frequency and its
harmonics.
Three dimensional plots and contour plots of the magnetic _eld intensity lev-
els have been obtained for a variety of sites at Kennedy Space Center, including a
prototype building and shop with several electrical equipment.
Basically, a l_ge number of sources of magnetic fields were identified and mea-
sured. More Specifically, these measurements covered :
• Power Lines
• Transformers
• Ground Currents
• Electric panels
"7
-%
• Several industrial equipment
• Several offices ( in a prototype building)
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Several calculations and measurements were completed and samples of results are
included in this report. All measurements and data are provided along with this
report on floppy disks and back-up tapes. These results can be used for further
parametric studies in the future by other researchers as well.
All measurements were done by using the EMDEX II field meter designed by
EPRL
The sections to follow herein are divided into calculations, results, conlusions,
recommendations and future projects _ proposed in our unsolicited proposal.
2 CALCULATIONS
2.1 Magnetic Field Calculation
The EMDEX II field meter (designed by EPKI- Appendix I) is used in this study. This
progra_m.mable me_er can measure the orthogonal vector components of the magnetic
field through its three internal sensors. In some of the results to follow herein a
single combined value is given. This combined value, called the resultant, reflects
the strength of the magnetic field. It is defined a.s:
where:
B= x vector componen_ of B field
By y vector component of B field
B_ z vector component of B field
(1)
ALl values _:e in rn/IEGauss (raG) units and B is the magnetic field density vector.
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Figure 1: Major and minor axes for elEptical polarized fields
2.2 Magnetic field measurements for different polarizations
Magnetic field vectors change as a function of time. The magnetic field cam have amy
type of polarization. It is important to know what part of the field the measurements
represent in each case. The most general poIazization is the elliptical pola_,-iza_ion
shown in Figure 1. This type of field is produced by 3-phase distribution and trans-
mission tines [I].
In our measurements the ma,'dmum value obtained corresponds to the major axis
of the ellipse. The resultant value reflects the values of both axes.
Two special cases of the eIHptical pola.Hzation e.,dst. The circular(Fig'ure 2) and
the linear polarization (Figure 3). In the circular polarization the major and minor
axes a_e equal. In the Hnear case the minor axes is equal to zero. For the linear
polaz'ization the measured resu/atnt is equal to the major ax_s. For the circularly
pola_zed field the resultant is _/2"x larger than the magnitude of the major axks.
2.3 Fundamental Frequency Calculations
Measurements are made over two frequency ranges:
K SC-DF-377:
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Magnetic F_eld f
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F_re 3: L_ne_ po[_-/za_ion
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• the broadband measured from 40 to 800 Hz th=t also includes the fundamental
60 Hz frequency.
• harmonic measured from I00 to 300 Hz.
The calculated magnitude of"the magnetic field at the fundamental frequency" is found
from the following expression I2] :
Fo= _/B_- _., _o,._., _<B., (2)
where:
b,, is the rms value of themeasured broadband component, and
H_ is the rms v-a./ue of the measured harmonic component.
IfH,, > B,, then the fundamental value F_ = O.
Appendix IIincludesan erroranalysisforthe ca/culatedfundamental value of the
magnetic field.
2.4 Power Lines
For power Hnes, if the the current flowing in the Iine is known then one can use the
]_iot-Savazt Law to determine the va_ue of the magnetic field given by:
z(=)_ (3)
H_= 2,.r p
where z is the a.'ds of the power Hne and p the dSstance from the line.
For horizontal conductors, such as a three phase horizontal power line the following
formula should be used[3-4]:
._ = _2i,, [(V-&) (y+d_,+_)Jr_ r:. a=
in P&fS (4)
.?
where-
r= = (5)
,,= v/[2)__-i"/" (7)
5 = (s)
pg is the earth resistivity,I ,isthe conductor currentand f the frequency. This
formula takesintoaccount the induced eddy currentsin a conducting earth.
2.5 Calculation for Magnetic Shielding
Severn/materials for magnetic shielding exist. The ones we used in our work axe the
Co-netic and Netic materia/as provided by the Magnetic Shielding Corporation [2].
These materia/s axe usually used for building shielding enclosures so that any of the
magnetically sensitive equipment can be protected from any outside interference. Our
problem is the opposite. We want to shield sources of magnetic fields, ht genera/the
shield attracts flux lines to itself and diverts the magnetic field aw_.y from sensitive
components.
The shielding efficiency of a magnetic materia/is given in terms of its _-ttenuation
ratio. This is the ratio of the measured field before shielding to that after shielding.
Each layerof materia/has itsown attenuationratio.Ifmore attenuationisrequired
more layerscan be used. This attenuationratio(indB) isgiven by:
A =/_-t (9)
D
where
#
t
is the permeability of the material
the thickness of the material.
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D isthe diameter or diagonalof the shield.
For more detailson the saturationand other characteristicsof thesetwo types of
materials see Appendix Ill.
3 STUDY RESULTS
In thissectionseveralexamples of measurements axe presented and discussed. It
should be mentioned thatnot allmeasured dat_.appear in thisreport.All data ca_
be found inthe data disksprovidedwith the report.A largenumber ofmeasurements
can alsobe found in the 50% and 75% reports.The resultshere are separated
into:
• Power Lines
• Transformers
• Ground Currents
• Electric panels
• Several industrial equipment
• Several oi_ces ( in a prototype building)
3.1 Power Lines
Figure 4 depicts the path taken for measuring the fields in the vicinity of a power
line. Figures 5 and 6 show the intensities as a. function of dista_nce and in a. tb.ree
dimensional format, respectively. The EMDEX II sensor used in our measurements is
not capable of measuring values over 3,000 mGauss. Since power tines emanate l=ge
magnetic field levels, measurements from power lines are limited to a few cases.
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G._
3.2 Transformers
Figures 7 through 12 correspond to me-_surement_s from a_u OCR. (Oil Circuit R.e-
ctoser) and a LBS (Load Break Switch). Two di/rerent paths were selected, _ shown
in Figure_ I and I0. The iace_ities obta/ned for these two paths are depicted in
Fl&'ures 8 and i1. Their 3-dimensional representation is shown in Fi&a_res 9 a.nd 12,
respectively. These memuramen_ demomtr_.te the dependence of the ma.&'aetic field
data on the pa.f:h taken around the source under study. The path taken in each
mea._urement should always be checked before _y results are interpreted. Although
several paths could have beem chosen, here two paths are enough to demonstr_.te this
point. One path (Figure 8) gives a. ma:dmum value of !00 mG whereto the other
path (Figx=e II) yields a maximum of 30 raG.
I.a Figure 13, the path. taken for mea.s_z_ng the m,,.gnedc field mte_ity in the
vidaity o_ a Ioad bre--k switch L_ shown. Tn F[g.,re 14, we can see the _. the !e',_ of
magnetic fieid is si/ghdy over ! m/t//gauss for :he entire path. Figure 15 , depic:s
the me_urements path for• transformer(labe!ed _- 115). F_gure !5, shows th_._
the leve_ from suck a. tr_former are _z:nost 20 dines larger th_.n those from _. load
break sw/tda. These kkzd of resets _re importer in determining wh/cb, sources are
the ma;n sources thz_ genera._e k/gh magnetic fields at KSC. Fio_re 17 depicts a three.
dimensional plot in the vicAaity of _he transformer.
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3.3 Measurements versus time
Next, some of measurements taken were versus _ime instead of distance. These type
of measurements are Lmportant in determining the frequency, time, and duration of
occurence of any high level magnetic field intensities. In Figures 18 through 31 the
results from a conference room tested over a period of a week are shown. It can be
seen that the n_gnetic field level does not exceed the 1 mGauss mark any time in
this particular room. It was interesting to observe that the highest readings occured,
every day, between 8 and 5 o'clock. This should not come as a surprise since these are
the hours when most Lights and equipment axe on. Measurements were done at the
fundamental (Figures 22-26) and harmonic (Figure 27-31) frequencies. Most of the
contribution to the magnetic field was primarily due to the fundamental frequency.
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3.4: Prototype Building
3.4.1 Measurements versus distance
A prototype buildinghas been identi_edand a largenumber ofmeasurements were
taken in.variouslocationsof the 5ui.[ding.Figures32 through37 depict the largest
magnetic fieldlevelsobserved in that building
From thisgroup of measurements, the followinglocationsin the prototype room
recorded the highestmagnetic Reid intensitylevels:
I) Sub-station: about 27 mGauss
2) Lathe # 2 (running): about 19 mOauss
3) Office: (copier and fax place) - S mGauss
4) Conference room: a.bout 7.2 mG_.uss
5) Drill# I: about 6.0 mGauss
6) Office: (around a computer and a printer)- 3.3 mGauss
7) Walkway : about 0.8 mGauas
8) Supplies office: about 0._. mGauss
9) Secre._ary area: 0.3 mGauss.
10) Lathe #1: west end: about 0.! mGauss
I!-13)Differentpaths for the same walkway : heighestabout 1 mGauss
As expected the magnetic fieldlevelare high only in the vicinityof electrical
equipment. Walkways, supply offices, and other spaces with no equipment at all
exhibited very low levels of ms.guetic field.
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3.4.2 Dependence of Results on the sensor location with respect: to the
source
Figures 38 through 33 depict measurements in different locations in the prototype
building but as a function of time. Figures 38 through 52 show the n_gnetic field
levels from lathes 1 and 2 in the building. The broadband, fundamental, and h_mon/c
w, lues are all shown. It can be seen that the magnetic fields due to the ha.,'monic
content was very smsJi in _Ii measurements.
Also, the location of the sensor with respect to the source was changed to see how
different the levels would be for v-_ous locations. The results indicate that different
values are observed for all different sensor locations in a/1 lathe cases. In this _oup
of measurements, tables with individua/descriptive statistiea were also included to
indicate the min/mum, ma.-dmum, mean values, and standard deviation values for the
magnetic field intensities observed for each case. It [s clear from the tables that the
fields measured aa'e totalIy due to the fundamental frequency and not any haz'monica.
Next, 4 other item._ were tested for the generation of high magnetic field levels in
the pro_:ot3rpe building. These are :
I) The incoming power wiring unit - over 400 mGauss.
2) A disconnect panel and busway - over I00 mGauss.
3) A transformer vent - 2,000 mGauss.
4) A transformer- over 1,500 mGauss.
3.5 Ground Currents
We also looked into the problems that arise from various gounding practices. Since
there are multiple connections for gounding purposes, currents can flow o_ different
paths that include water pipes, TV cables, telephone lines e_c. Magnetic fields gen-
erated by a pair of closely spaced wires tend to cancel each other but those produced
KS_C'DF'377 2
by currents on water pipes and other conductors do not. It is now -known that high
magnetic fields can be generated even from relatively small currents flowing on a pipe.
That point can be simulated in the labo_,_tory and analyzed to see if indeed one can
avoid the generation of high magnetic fields by changing the grounding points. The
understanding of tha_ problem will enable researchers to make recommendation for
various mitigation approaches. Measurements done in this a_ea axe included in the
disks provided.
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********** INDIVIDUAL ANALYSIS - NORMAL DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS ****************_
Data File : C:\EMCALC21\PROTO2.MDX
Data Set Label : Lathe #i -Pict 7 - 11/26
Data Set Number: 6
Data Set Start : Dec/17/93 15:03:58
Data Set Stop : Dec/17/93 15:15:04
# Observations : 223
Min Max Mean Std Dev Median
Broadband
Result (mG) 3.02 7.02 6.86 0.26 6.89
X (raG) 0.21 6.61 6.44 0.42 6.51
Y (mG) 0.91 1.81 0.91 0.06 0.91
Z (raG) 2.11 2.41 2.13 0.05 2.11
Fundamental
Result (mG) 2.51 6.81 6.63 0.28 6.67
X (mG) 0.01 6.41 6.24 0.42 6.31
Y (mG) 0.88 1.79 0.89 0.06 0.88
Z (mG) 2.02 2.36 2.05 0.05 2.02
Harmonic
Result (mG) 1.59 1.82 1.72 0.02 1.73
X (raG) 1.51 1.71 1.61 0.01 i. 61
Y (raG) 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.00 0.21
Z (raG) 0.51 0.61 0.59 0.04 0.61
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********** INDIVIDUAL ANALYSIS - NORMAL DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS ****************'
Data File : C:\EMCALC21\PROTO2.MDX
Data Set Label : Lathe #1 - Pict 8 - 11/26
Data Set Number: 7
Data Set Start : Dec/17/93 15:15:30
Data Set Stop : Dec/17/93 15:22:06
# Observations : 133
Min Max Mean Std Dev Median
Broadband
Result (mG) 3.89 4.37 4.19 0.04 4.19
X (raG) 2.31 2.81 2.50 0.04 2.51
Y (mG) 0.51 0.61 0.60 0.01 0.61
Z (raG) 3.11 3.31 3.30 0.02 3.31
Fundamental
Result (mG) 3.82 4.31 4.12 0.04 4.13
X (mG) 2.26 2.76 2.45 0.04 2.46
Y (mG) 0.47 0.57 0.57 0.01 0.57
Z (mG) 3.07 3.27 3.27 0.02 3.27
Harmonic
Result (mG) 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.00 0.74
X (mG) 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.00 0.51
Y (mG) 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.00 0.21
Z (mG) 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.00 0.51
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********** INDIVIDUAL ANALYSIS - NORMAL DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS ****************
Data File : C:\EMCALC21\PROTO2.MDX
Data Set Label : Lathe #2 - Pict 4 - 11/26
Data Set Number: 3
Data Set Start : Dec/17/93 14:25:17
Data Set Stop : Dec/17/93 14:38:56
# Observations : 274
Min Max Mean Std Dev Median
Broadband
Result (mG) 22.01 203.30 201.52 11.65 202.50
X (mG) 4.50 12.71 7.14 0.39 7.11
Y (mG) 12.71 160.90 159.51 11.53 160.50
Z (mG) 12.71 132.10 122.88 6.92 123.30
Fundamental
Result (mG) 21.82 203.30 201.52 11.66 202.50
X (mG) 4.50 12.69 7.14 0.39 7.11
Y (mG) 12.49 160.90 159.51 11.54 160.50
Z (mG) 12.61 132.10 122.88 6.92 123.30
Harmonic
Result (mG) i.i0 3.!0 3.04 0.15 3.09
X (raG) 0.50 0.70 0.64 0.09 0.71
Y (mG) i.i0 2.50 2.32 0.i0 2.31
Z (raG) 0.30 1.90 1.89 0.i0 1.91
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********** INDMDUAL ANALYSIS - NORMAL DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS ****************,
Data File : C:\EMCALC21\PROTO2.MDX
Data Set Label : Lathe #2 -Pict 5 - 11/26
Data Set Number: 4
Data Set Start : Dec/17/93 14:39:58
Data Set Stop : Dec/17/93 14:50:49
# Observations : 218
Min Max Mean Std Dev Median
Broadband
Result (mG) 4.59 5.86 5.84 0.12 5.86
X (mG) 2.11 4.41 4.38 0.22 4.41
Y (mG) 2.41 3.11 3.10 0.07 3.11
Z (mG) 2.31 3.31 2.32 0.12 2.31
Fundamental
Result (mG) 4.56 5.82 5.80 0.12 5.82
X (mG) 2.07 4.38 4.35 0.22 4.38
Y (mG) 2.38 3.09 3.08 0.07 3.09
Z (mG) 2.29 3.29 2.31 0.12 2.29
Harmonic
Result (mG) 0.59 0.62 0.62 0.00 0.62
X (mG) 0.41 0.51 0.50 0.01 0.51
Y (mG) 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.00 0.31
Z (mG) 0.21 0.31 0.21 0.01 0.21
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********** INDIVIDUAL ANALYSIS - NORMAL DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS ****************
Data File : C:\EMCALC21\PROTO2.MDX
Data Set Label : Lathe #2 -Pict 6 - 11/26
Data Set Number: 5
Data Set Start : Dec/17/93 14:51:26
Data Set Stop : Dec/17/93 14:59:08
# Observations : 155
Min Max Mean Std Dev Median
Broadband
Result (mG) 4.48 6.23 6.14 0.14 6.14
X (mG) 3.51 5.51 5.40 0.16 5.41
Y (mG) 1.51 1.71 1.51 0.02 1.51
Z (mG) 2.21 2.51 2.50 0.03 2.51
Fundamental
Result (mG) 4.21 6.04 5.94 0.14 5.94
X (mG) 3.22 5.33 5.22 0.17 5.22
Y (mG) 1.42 1.63 1.42 0.02 1.42
Z (mG) 2.17 2.47 2.47 0.03 2.47
Harmonic
Result (mG) 1.54 1.63 1.54 0.01 1.54
X (raG) 1.41 1.51 1.41 0.01 1.41
Y (mG) 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.00 0.51
Z (raG) 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.00 0.41
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3.6 Electric Panels
During our measurements we noticed tha_ electric panels, consistently, generated
some of the highest magnetic field levels. Basically, some of the measurements were
done with the panels covered and some with the panels uncovered to see if any dif-
ference occurs in the recording of the magnetic field levels. The results were very
interesting. It was found that all original covers shielded magnetic fields to some
extent but not enough, so additional shielding may be required to reduce the levels
furthermore. Figures 39 to 73 depict some results from an uncovered panel containing
I2 circuit breakers. The sensor was placed at five different iocat:ions on the panel.
The maximum value recorded was 1,400 mGauss. That is a rather large value. The
various locations yielded di_erent magnitudes for the magnetic field. In Figures 74
to 76 the resultsat the centerof the panel with the cover on axe shown. Comparing
theseresultswith thoseinFig'ures7! to 73 one can see that the coveritselfattenuates
both the broadband resultantand the harmonic resultant.The broadband resultan_
gets attenuated from about 450 mGauss to about 65 mGauss, whereas the harmonic
resultantiscut from 120 mGauss to under 20 mGauss.
Another observationmade in here was that the harmonic contribution to the
magnetic fieldlevelwas ofthe same magnitude as that of the fundamental one. This
was the case for almost all panels in tha_. place.
Next another setof panels locatedin the PDMS room (0 & C building),shown
in Figure 77, were evaluated. In Figures 78 to 83, with all panels covered, the highest
value recorded was over 200 mGauss. Figures 84 to 92 represent measured data from
a battery bank and a converter.Although, the UPS unit was covered stilla levelof
2,500 mGauss was measured. Tha_ suggests tha_ shieldingwillbe very appropriate
in thiscase.An enclosurecan be constructedof magnetically shieldingma.ter{althat
/ J
K$C"DF-377 2
can fuxther attenuate this high level of magnetic field. Again, the harmonic content
contributed to the measured broad-ba_ud magnetic field level.
The next set of measurements demonstrate the erects of further shielding on these
pa.uels.
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3.7 Shielding Measurements
In thissectionseveralpanelswere chosen to be shieldedwith differentshieldingma-
terials.Figures93 to 98 depictthe resultsof"thisshielding.In Fi_zre 93 the levelof
the magnetic fieldisabout 35 mGauss (uncovered). For the covered case the mag-
netic fielddrops to 26 mGauss. In Figure 95 a sheet of Netic s3-6 (t=0.003) was
used. The valuesget attenuated by about I0 mGauss. Ne_, in Figure 96, the Netic
$3-6 (t=0.004) was triedand the levelof the measured fielddropped by about 12-13
mGauss with respectto the fieldof the covered panel. In Figure 97, the Conetic AA
(t=0.004) attenuatesthe fieldby 17"mGauss, and finallyin Figure 98, th Conetic AA
(t=0.010) attenuatesthe fieldby 13 mGauss.
These resultsshow that simple fiatmagnetic shieldingsheetssuch as the Conetic
type material car significantlyshieldelectricpanels. It isa very simple a_ndrather
inexpensiveprocess.
To further demonstrate this point more testing was done on another panel with a
different shield/ng azrangement. In here, the shield was placed with a_.d without the
ori_nal cover on. Again, different thicknesses and types of shielding materials were
used. It can be seen from Figures 99 through 105 that the level of the magnetic field
drops draznat_cally from 300 mG to 60 mG with proper shielding. The next table
shows a dk'ect comparison of these levels.
So one can see that sh/elding can drastically decrease the magnetic field level.
What is Mso cleax is that not every material can do the job. The AA type material
did a much better job shielding fields than. the S3-6 type even. though a thicker $3-6
sheet was use.
,. K SC'DF.377 2
Magnetic field levels from shielded and unshielded panels
case or panel Max. value in mG
with out orynal cover
with original cover
without cover, shielded by s3-6 (t--0.004)
without cover, shielded by AA (t=0.004)
without cover, shielded by' s3-6 (t=0.030)
without cover, shielded by' AA (_=0.01)
without cover, shielded by' AA (t=0.025)
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4 Measurements in the OPF location
Several measurements were also _akea in _he OPF room where severa/flight hardware
equipment are located. Figures 106 through 111 show the levels of the magnetic field
a function of distance for _wo different ]orations in the OPF facility. In both
cases the levels did not exceed the 6 mGauss mark. These two general measurements
were taken for evaluating the general ambient magnetic field eaviroament in the
OPF location. Next, a number of measurements were taken around some panels and
junction boxes. As it can be seen from Figures 112 through 117, a level of 70 mGauss
was recorded in Figure 112 (east wall panel). This level of magnitude can potentially
a_ect amy sensitive flight hardware that _re located in close proximity to the panel.
Figure 115 shows that these levels, although they decrease as a function of distance
away from the panel, there are still up to 20 mGauss in close pro_raity. Finally,
Figure 118 shows the levels recorded from a ]unction box in the same room. In this
case as the seasor moves away from the ]unction box the level of the magnetic field
fallsquickly.
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5 CONFORMITY WITH MIL-STD-461D and MIL-
STD-462D
The n_litary standards MIL-STD-461D and MIL-STD-462D which state the require-
merits for the control of electromagnetic interference emissions and susceptibility" have
been reviewed espedally the following sections:
• Section 5.3.15 RSl01(Radiated susceptib_ty,magnetic fields 30 Hz to i00
kHz) from MIL-STD-461D.
• Section 5.3.12 KEl01(Radiated Emission, magnetic fields,30 Hz to 50 kHz)
from MIL-STD-461D
• Section 40.4 Ambient electromagnetic fields from MIL-STD-462D
It was determined that although we have tested for magnetic field leve_ within
the region of 7cm and 50 cm from Equipment Under Test (EUT) these s_andards do
not apply to our study case forthe followingreasons:
• The MLL standards require that tests on EUT are done in a reasonably shielded
environment, whereas in this study our primary goal was to determine the
ambient electromagnetic environment in the presense of one or more sources.
• Our test procedure required the movement of the sensor (actually mounted on
a wheel), whereas in MIL-STD-462D the aim is to pick the ma.x_mum reading in
whatever location it appears. As the sensor moves, the geomagnetic field of the
earth creates a flux change in the sensor coil and a level of 0.3 mG is recorded.
This is not the case in MIL-STD-462D set up.
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A study was done to identify sources generating magnetic fields at various locations
at Kennedy Space Center. Tiffsstudy covered the foUo_dng items:
• Power Lines
• Transformers
• Ground Currents
• Electricpanels
• Severalindustrialequipment
• Severalo_ces ( in a prototype building)
This work included measurements of the magnetic fieldsat both the fundamental ((30
Hz) frequency and itsharmonics. Measurements were done as a functionof clistance
around the sourceand as a function of time. The lastpart of the study was focused
on the levels of fields from electric panels and the effectiveness of some shielding
materials.A largedata set was generated that can be used by other researchers.
As part of our work we would like to recommend the following:
• We recommend thatsome electricpanelsand power supply sources thatyielda
levelofover 500 mG to be shieldedifany computer or sensitiveequipment are
incloseproximity.300 ischosen here as an example sincemost of the equipment
that could easilybe shieldeJdo not produce much more than 500 raG. A good
shieldcan reduce thislevelto about 30 mG or lessand then any magnetic field
leakingfrom the shieldwilldecay as a function of distance very quic.kly.In a
distance of 4 to 3 feet from the shielded source the level of the magnetic fidd
' 4-2
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will be insiginit_c_ut. The reduction of the magnetic field level due shielding
depends on the av_Iable shielding materials.
Shielding can be achieved by uaing flat metalic panels with high permeability.
In working towards shielding sources in a room one has to keep in mind that the
functional workspace is usuMly de.tined as 6" away from all wal.Is and the floor
and 90" above the floor. In this area the magnetic field should be less than 10
mG if possible. That can be achieved by shielding va.dous sources around the
building. Greater than 10 mG [I2] could cause interference with video display
terminals, computers, and other equipment.
It should also be noted that siace gaps and welds in a shield alter the flux within
the shield. Care should be exercised in shielding specific equipment.
• We also reccomend that the data. set generated should be used for verifying any
analytical models that simulate magnetic fields from various sources, such as
panels, computers, lathes, transformers, etc.
• Furthermore, it is recommended that the data. set should be used for further
parametric studies and ways to shield electric panels.
• Fina.(ly,we recommend that more measurements are taken to understand the
effects of transients on the generation of magnetic field levels.
 4-,3
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8 APPENDICES
8.1 Appendix I - EMDEX II
The EMDEX II System for measuring magnetic field (developed by EPRI) was ac-
quired and tested for proper operation.
The pieces of equipment ordered are :
EMDEX H Magnetic Field Meter
(Includes meter, 256K memory,
software, read-out cable, user manual
storage case)
Amplogger Model 100A
(Current probe for measuring Amps)
Technical Reference Manual
Nylon Carrying Pouch
TechnicalSupport Package
Shipping, Insurance and Handling
L/.N'DA Measurement Wheel
(Includeswheel,fieldvs distance
software,and usermanual)
Enhanced Contour and 3-D Mapping
LINDA Shipping Case
'5
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8.2 Appendix II - Error Analysis for the Calculated Fun-
damental Value
(from EMDEXOperatioual Manual)
Potential Errors in the Fandamental Frequenc7 C_n
The EMDEX 1I meter was originally envisioned as a meter to measure magnetic fields
generated by load currents in transmission and distribution systems. Measurements can be
made over two frequency ranges: the broadband frequency range from 40 m 800 Hz, and
the harmo_c fi-equency range from I00 to 800 Hz. The broadband measurement includes the
fundamenta/power frequency of 50160 Hz out to the 13" harmonic, whereas the harmonic
measurement includes only the harmo-;c_ and excludes the fimdamenml. Values for the
fundamental are calculated from the measured broadband and harmonic values in the
EMCALC software. Errors in the calc_lated fundamental can result from small errors in the
measured broadband and harmonic values.
In most typical power fi-equency EMF environments, the dominant component of the
magnetic field is the 50/60 I-In: fundamental. In these cases, the calculated values of the
fundamental are accurate. However, one may encountex an environment where harmonic
components dominate (such as commercial airliners operating at 400 Hz). In this special case,
EMCALC may report a calculated fundamental value that is substantially in error. The
F_AfDEX H is reporting the values of the broadband and harmonic within its specifications,
but in special cases where the harmonic frequencies are dominant, small filter and tolerance
errors can affect the calculated fundamental values.
Although the circumstances in which this problem occurs are unusual, it is important to fully
understand the potential calculation error so that data can be h_-preted ina meaningful way.
This discussion applies only to the cnl_ fundmnental, and that the results .reported for
the broadband and harmonic resultant are not affect_.d.
The calculated fundamental, F, is given by the expression:
$/,¢dai op,.m_g _ns
/-
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(1)
where 1_ and H,, are the measured RMS values of the broadband and harmonic components,
respec_e/y. Conside_ a particular case where an EMDEX H is in a pure 300 Hz magnetic
field of 100 raG. Suppose the memured broadband value is I00 mG (i.e., no error) and the
meamu'ed harmonic value _ 99 mG (i.e., 1% error). The fiuutamenml (50/60 Hz) value tha_
would be calcular_ by EMCALC in this case would be:
- (99 6"9=* z4.ztoo.
That is, a ImG (1%) error in the harmonic measurement could result in a 14 nag error in
the calc_dated 50/60 Hz fundamental value reported by EMCALC.
Now consider the other extreme, where the field has a pure fimdamenm] frequency of 50160
Hz (no harmonic frequencies present). Again assume that _e measured broadband value is
100 nag (no error) but assume tha¢ _he measured harmonic value is I nag ra_er than the true
value of 0 raG. In this case, the calculazed value for the fundamental is 100.005 raG, which
is in error by only 0.005 raG. These examples iUusu-aze the fact that the fundament_
calculation error under co_n here is only of concern when the broaa_and and
harmonic signals have sbnilar rnagniatd_ (Le. a high harmonic _nttnt with _ or no
Error Analysis of the Fundamental Calculation
The error in the calculated fundamental value can be determined as follows: Lex the true
fundamenud, be designated F, H, and B
respe_vely.
harmonic, and broadband RMS amplitudes
F, H, and B are related by the equation:
(2)
Assume the broadband signal is measured without error (i.e., B= = B), but that the harmonic
value is in error by the amount 8, so that:
@ec_ Operating Con.6_n_ionz
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(3)
Combining equations 1, 2, and 3, and simplifying yields:
-
Solving this equation for the true f_dameaal gives:
F_ H2
Then the ratio of the true value of the fundamental to the calculated value is:
(63
In terms of measured quarries, this ratio is:
i "9
y Hr. (7)
The value under the radical is always less than or equal to L, so the expression shows that
the calculated value is always equal to or larger than the true value.
This expression is used to establish a critaria for limiting the error to a specified fractional
value,e,or equivalentlytoa percentageerror of e x I00.
The fractionalerrorisgiven by:
Fc-F (8)
F
or, equivalendy, F 1
F_ l*e
gp¢_a/Oper_ng Cona/d_m_on_
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Subs_/un_ng the value for F/F, given above yields:
Solving th/s eq-_on for the ratio of 1_ _ B. give_:
<[ (I- P
B,, _ 1 + 2_ -6.....__22e +_
(10)
For given valuesof 5 and e,thisexpressiondeterm/nesthe maximum ratiobetween the
measured harmonicand broadbandvaluesforwhich theerrorinthecalculatedfundamental
isless_ e x I00%.
Examples
Example 1. Consider a case where the true broadband field is I00 nag and the true
harmonic field is 10 rnG. The true fundamental field would therefore be 99.5 raG. If the
error in filtering and component _lerance of the EMDEX H is assumed to be 5%, then the
measured broadband value would be I(30 mG and the measured harmonic value could be 9.5
mG (5_ low). The calculated fundameatal value would be 99.55 raG.
Equation I0 provides the formula for establishing an acc_tance criteria for the ratio H=/B=.
In Example #I, we assumed a _olerance of 5% (8 ffi 0.05) and an acceptable error limit of
20% (e = 0.20). Therefore, the acceptance ratio for H=/B= is 0.86 or less. The actual ratio
H/B is 9.5/100 or 0.095, which is much less than 0.86 and is acceptable.
Example 2. Next suppose that the true broadband field is again I00 mG and the true
harmonic field is 70 naG. The true fundamental tSeld would be 71.4 raG. Assuming a 5?;
error in the harmonic measurement, the broadband value would be 1(30 mG and the harmonic
_ecial Oper_ing ConM_rc_on._
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8.3 Appendix III- Shielding Materials
I Introduction
Magnetic shielding assures optimum performance
for many types of equipment.
• MR! magnet systems are protected from out-
sidemagnetic field interference by layers of CO-
NETIC AA Perfection Annealed alloy used
outside of soft iron shielding.
• Electron microscopes, operating in a sensitive
mode while examining state-of-the-art IC chips,
are protected from magnetic field changes by
CQ-NETIC modular enclosures,
• High-temperature superconducting material
experiments are enclosed in magnetic shields
to allow precise measurements of material
properties.
Biomagnetic diagnosis equipment using SQUID
(Superconducting Quantum Interference Device)
technology operates inside a magnetically
shielded room to measure the extremely small
magnetic fields from brainwaves.
II Magnetic vs. RFShielding
Magnetic shielding provides interference control of
H-fields from DC to 100 kHz and differs fun-
darnentally from RF shielding. RF shielding con-
structions, or "screen rooms," typically use copper
foil, copper mesh or galvanized steel to block
E-fields at radio frequencies. The main shielding
effect is from eddy current reflection and is primarily
dependent on skin effect. Material bulk is usually
not important, but tight, secure joints are critical.
Magnetic shielding, in contrast, relies on the
induction of the impinging magnetic flux into the
shielding alloy, bypassing the enclosed magnetically
sensitive apparatus. Shielding of stronger H-fields
therefore requires proportionately thicker wails of
high permeability material. Unlike RF enclosure
design practice, small openings and gaps may have
little effect on the attenuation at the center of a
magnetic shield.
Magnetic shielding alloys are conductive. Therefore,
a magnetic shield enclosure, if grounded and
designed with proper RF practice, can provide some
degree of RF shielding.
Magnetic shield rooms enclosing very strong
magnets, particularly unshielded types used in some
MRI systems, typically require tons of iron plate.
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This is clue to the need for thick layers of higt_
saturation point material to prevent saturation by the
magnetic field. This shield's primary purpose is to
limit the magnetic field level outside the room to
a level acceptable for incidental personnel exposure.
High permeability CQ-NETIC AA alloy can be useful
as an outer layer to prevent external magnetic fie_d
sources from affecting the magnet. CO-NETIC AA
alloy can also be used to protect self-shielded MRI
magnets from outside disturbances.
I11Application
Specification of magnetic shield enclosures requires
consideration of several factors:
• SIZE: Required magnetic shield thickness is
proportional to enclosure size, so the minimum
practicable volume of enclosure should be
chosen. As size increases, the cost per dB of
attenuation increases. For example, 60 dB
attenuation in a 12" x 12" x 12" chamber is
reasonable. However, if aJlspace dimensions are
multiplied by 12, volume increases 1728 times,
making the 60 dB figure difficult to attain. The
internal height, width and length should be
specified, and any limitations on outer dimen-
sions noted.
• FIELD STRENGTH: Incoming field strengths
must be known for proper design. Measurements
of DC and AC field strengths allow calculation
of the required wall thickness to avoid saturation.
Magnetic Shield Corporation offers Magnetic
Field Evaluator Probes to aid in measurements.
INSIDE FIELD REQUIRED: A practical estimate
of the maximum allowable inside field is
necessary to avoid unrealistic blanket require-
ments such as "zero leakage" or "no magnetic
field inside." Minimize sources of interference
inside the enclosure by evaluating lighting,
instruments and equipment for magnetic field
emissions.
ENTRY: Any number of doors may be incor-
porated in a room, but for both maximum field
reduction and lowest cost, it is desirable to limit
a room to one door. The door latch mechanism
is usually operable by one man from the inside
or outside, though other lock and alarm
arrangements may be used. Conventional i_inge
doors may be used, but they should be a
pressure fit to provide a better magnetic joint.
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MOUNTING:The base to which the room will
be mounted should be specified. In particular,
vibration or seismic isolation requirements must
be noted.
VENTILATION: The minimum air flow in cfm
should be specified, along with any special
temperature or filtering requirements. This air
may also be used to pressure seal the door.
LIGHTING: The minimum illumination level at a
given height" above the floor should be specified.
This frequently runs about 75 to 100 lumens at
30 in. above the floor. From a performance
viewpoint, the type of light can be most
importanL Incandescent lamps are acceptable,
although they do introduce some field. Fluores-
cent lighting usually has intolerable magnetic
noise. For thoroughly nonmagnetic lighting,
consider propane lamps.
POWER: The required electrical power into the
room should be stated. Normally this means AC
power for lights and equipment, plus DC outlets.
Cables inside of the enclosure can be shielded
with CQ-NET1C Braided Sleeving or Spira-Shietd
Flexible Conduit. Filters may be required. Circuit
breakers and DC power supplies are best
located outside the room to minimize
interference.
CABLE PENETFIATIONS: The number, size and
location of access openings to allow the
introduction of connecting cables from outside
should be specified. The shield designer has
several ways of gaining cable access without
significant effects on the shielding. Power and
signal leads do not require extension tubes if
the diameter at the opening is smaller than five
percent of the largest overall dimension of the
enclosure.
IV Configuration
The ideal theoretical shape for a shield is a closed
sphere. In practice, cans with lids or box shapes
are normally used. Complete enclosures that fully
surround a device provide best results.
Shielding attenuation decreases as shapes progress
from cans with lids to open cans or open cylinders,
particularly as the length to diameter ratio decreases.
'" rectangular shaves, 6-sided boxes are best,
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followed by 5-sided boxes, 4-sided sleeves, 3-sided
channels, and L-Shapes. Rat plate shields can be
effective if botl_ dimensions of the shield wall
substantially exceed the distance between the
source and receiver of magnetic interference.
Due to the highly unsymmetrical nature of fiat shields,
the formulas on page 6, which give results for closed
shapes, cannot be used for flat plate caJculations.
Reid _als are often necessary to determine actual
_¢fonTlance.
V Construction
FREE STANDING ENCLOSURE
The material must support its own weight plus that
of any attachments. Because fully annealed CO-
NETIC AA alloy has a low yield strength, thicker
layers than those found from attenuation equations
may be required. A non-magnetic core material
should be used to separate alloy layers, adding
strength and improving attenuation performance.
Core thicknesses of 1/4" to 1/2" provide optimum
attenuation.
Secure joints between panels are important for
maximum flux conductance and best shielding
results. Preferred construction uses flux transfer
strips, of the same alloy and thickness as the main
panels, to cover all seams between panels. The width
of the strips is usually determined by bolt spacing
requirements (non-magnetic fasteners must be used)
and is not critical for shield performance. Rux
transfer strips may require reinforcing battens to
assure that pressure is evenly applied.
Magnetic shielding alloy floor panels should be
covered with rigid plywood or hardboard to prevent
applied loads from causing local flexing, which leads
to work hardening and loss of permeability. Raised
floors may be necessary in order to provide access
to flux transfer strip hardware.
Required access points may be constructed with
bolted panels where infrequent access is necessarY,
or with slip-fit covers that mate with short tubular
extensions permanently attached to the enclosure.
Doors must be designed to provide close-fitting
joints when latched.
m
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Components made of CO-NETIC AA Stress
Annealed alloy must be fully annealed to achieve
high attenuations. To avoid the complications of
annealing after fabrication, flat panels may be made
from the factory annealed, CO-NETIC AA Perfection
Annealed sheet stock. Angles and other pieces can
also be constructed from Perfection Annealed stock
if bending dies having radius at least two times
rr_terfal thickness are used. Components that are
severely deformed from the flat condRion, such as
small cylinders, should be annealed according to the
specifications in our MG-5 Matedal and Fabrication
guide after fabrication has been completed.
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.010" thicknesses, in large coils. When applying to
room surfaces, care should be taken to avoid severe,
repetitive flexure, which will lead to loss of permea-
bility. Adjacent strips should be overlapped about
1" and the securing method should aid in keeping
the strips in contact at the overlaps. Reversing the
overlap lay at alternate joints will help avoid re-
radiation of flux.
Non-preferred Overlaps:
Preferred Overlaps:
APPLICATION TO EXISTING STRUCTURE
Magnetic Shield Corporation shielding alloys can be
applied directly to the walls, floors and ceilings of
a room,
Two forms of CO-NETIC AA shielding alloy are
availai_le for applications of this type. CO-NETIC AA
foils are available in 15" widths in 004", .006" and
Views of overlap methods
CO-NETIC AA Perfection Annealed sheets are
available in standard gauges .014" through .062"
thick, in fiat sheet sizes up to 30" x 5g'. As with
foil constructions, flexure should be avoided.
Protective flooring is required over the CO-NETIC
and can be accomplished with a raised false floor
or with rigid subflooring material overlaying the
CO-NETIC alloy.
Fastening of sheets to the walls must be done with
non-magnetic fasteners, spaced so as to keep the
sheets in contact at the overlaps. Wall coverings can
be applied as desired, but if smooth finishes are
required, additional wallboard or paneling may be
needed over the CO-NETIC alloy. Any required
attachments for this finishing layer must also avoid
penetration of CO-NETIC by magnetic fasteners.
Joints at comers can be made by forming the
CO-NET1C alloy, using as large a bending radius as
possible (which minimizes loss of attenuation).
Comer bends should be protected from repeated
flexing.
VI Additional Design Information
A design guide cannot anticipate all questions that
may arise in the application of magnetic shielding
to large encJosures. The engineers at Magnetic Shield
Corporation are available for consultation regarding
the specifications of magnetic shielding.
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Vii Calculation
,'he following is a basic method for determining an
approximate shield design. Engineers at Magnetic
Shield Corporation are available for consultation on
calculations.
SATURATION UMIT
(A) Minimum Wall Thickness (t)
O-Ho-l_5
BMax
t = Minimum wall thickness of shielding alloy
(inches)
[) = Diameter of cylindrical shield or Diagonal
of largest face of rectangular box (inches)
Ho = Outside Field Strength (Oersteds)_
-Note: A minimum of 0.50ersteds must
be used to assure that Earth's field
does not saturate the enclosure pre-
venting shielding of AC fields.
BMax = Maximum Induction (Gauss)
7,500 for CO-NETIC AA;
21,000 for NETIC $3-6
CO-NETIC AA alloy, Perfection Annealed for
naximum permeability, is normally preferred for
construction of high attenuation shields. CO-NETIC
Magnetic Shielding alloy is available in thicknesses
up to .100". If Equation (A) indicates that thicker
gages are required, multiple layers of shielding alloy
will be necessary. In that case, choose two layers
either of equal thickness or with heavier gage on
the outside, totaling at least the required thickness.
If more than two layers would be required to meet
the saturation limit, either the enclosure size should
be reduced, or a NETIC $3-6 alloy layer should be
added to reduce the field before CO-NETIC can be
used.
ATTENUATION
The attenuation factor must be calculated for each
layer individually:
1.25 - D - Ho
(B) Bm =
t
8m = Flux Density in the Alloy (Gauss)
t = thickness of layer (inches)
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Refer to graph and find IJ.,which is the permeability
corresponding to Bm on the vertical scale. If Bm
exceeds the saturation limit (7,500 Gauss for CO-
NETlC, 21,000 Gauss for NETIC), see Section C,
otherwise proceed to D.
(C) If Outer Layer(s) Saturate
If Bm exceeds the saturation limit, the calculation
must be modified. For CO-NETIC, assume Bs = 7,000
Gauss (20,000 for NETIC) as the limit for the first
layer, and that any additional field passes directly
through that layer unattenuated.
Bm - Bs
1. Hi(U) = -Ho
Bm
Hi (U) = Field penetrating unattenuated
(Oersteds)
Bs = Saturation induction limit
(Gauss)
Now calculate attenuation for the portion
of the field that does not exceed the
limit.
p.,t
_+1
..2.,- A = D
p. = Permeability at the assumed Bs
Gauss Level (100,000 for CO-NETIC,
500 for NETIC)
Bs " Ho
3. Hi(A) ='_
Bm " A
Hi (A) = Attenuated portion of field
4.
The total field inside this layer is then
Hi = Hi (U) + Hi (A)
This Hi then becomes the input (Ho) into
the next layer.
Calculations proceed using the standard formulas
to calculate attenuations for the remaining layers.
p..t(D) A = D
A = Attenuation Factor
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H - MAGNETIZING FORCE - OERSTEDS
Hi = Field inside the enclosure (Oersteds)
For muttilayer shields, the Hi from the outermost
layer becomes Ho for the next layer. Attenuation is
calculated in a similar manner for each layer.
If Bm is very small, use p. = 30,000 (initial per-
meability) in calculations for CO-NETIC inner layers.
Attenuation tactors calculated in the above manner
give theoretical attenuations only attainable in ideal
conditions. Designating individual layer attenuations
as A1, A2, A3 ... An (A1 as the outer layer) allows
calculation of the minimum theoretical inside field
as:
(F) Hi H°
=A1 .A 2.A 3 ...-A n
Some theories maintain that attenuations of this
magnitude are only possil_te with ideal combinations
of spacing, annealing and shape. A more conserv-
ative view holds that attenuations may, in the worSt
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case, only add; giving the inside field as:
HO
(G) Hi =
A1 +A2 + A3 ÷..- *An
Experiments with actual enclosures typically provide
results between the upper and lower limits. If
attenuations higher than those given by equation ((5)
are required, additional layers of shielding material
should be added.
VIII Specification ot: Shielding
The following is a list of essential items that should
be shown on your drawings.
• Alloy: CO-NETIC AA or NET1C $3-6
• Anneal: Perfection (for CO-NETTC AA Alloy).
• Thickness: See MG-5 catalog for standard
thicknesses anti sizes.
• Source: Magnetic Shield Corporation
740 N. Thomas Drive
Bensenvitle, IL 60106, USA
Phone: 708-766-7800
Fax: 708-766-2813
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